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Anisotropic Corbino magnetothermopower in a quantum Hall system

H. van Zalinge, R. W. van der Heijden, and J. H. Wolter
COBRA Inter-University Research Institute, Department of Applied Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology,

P.O. Box 513, NL-5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands
~Received 5 February 2002; published 16 April 2003!

A Corbino-geometry contact configuration combined with a scanning laserspot as a heating source, is used
for a thermovoltage mapping in a GaAs-AlGaAs quantum Hall device. For an isotropic system, the Corbino
thermopower yields the diagonal componentexx of the thermoelectric tensor, which should be zero under the
prevailing condition of phonon drag. The experiments reveal thatexx is large and anisotropic with respect to
the crystallographic directions. The observations yield conclusive evidence that inhomogeneities are the origin
for the existence ofexx .
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The transverse magnetothermopower or Nern
Ettingshausen~NE! effect, is the most poorly understoo
transport property of a two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG!
in the quantum hall~QH!-effect regime.1–3 In the earliest
investigations,4 it was found that the experimental magnet
thermopower was orders of magnitude larger than expe
for electron diffusion. The explanation in terms of phon
drag is satisfactory for the longitudinal componentSxx of the
thermopower tensorSJ, but not for the NE componentSxy .
The phonon-drag contribution toSxy theoretically is nearly
zero,2 whereas experimentallySxy is as large asSxx . A key
experimental discovery to this problem, was the derivat
relation Sxy5aBdSxx /dB (a a constant andB magnetic
field! by Tieke et al.1 An explanation was offered based o
the presence of small lateral density variations,5 which im-
plies that the macroscopically measuredSxy is strongly inter-
mixed with Sxx . An analogous experimental6 and
theoretical7 case exists for the resistivities.

In the work presented here, direct evidence is repor
that inhomogeneities associated with molecular-beam ep
ial ~MBE! growth have a profound effect on the the
mopower. A scanning-heater measurement technique c
bined with a circular symmetric or Corbino-electrod
arrangement is developed. The Corbino arrangement is
ceptionally well suited to tackle the problem, since for
ideal homogeneous sample the thermopowerexclusivelyde-
pends on a transport parameter that is zero for phonon-d
Although the Corbino thermopower effect is known for ha
a century,8 surprisingly little use has ever been made of
not only in two-dimensional~2D! systems, but even in 3D
materials also. We are only aware of one recent work on b
InSb, where the ‘‘geometric magnetothermopower’’ was
vestigated in a two-carrier system.9

The equation that governs the local electrical transpor
a 2DEG is

J5sJE2 eJ“T, ~1!

whereJ is the electrical current density,E is the electrical
field, and“T is the temperature gradient. The conductiv
tensorsJ and the thermoelectric tensoreJ are thefundamental
quantities that appear in a microscopic theory. Themeasured

thermopowerSJ, defined byE5SJ“T, depends on the ex
0163-1829/2003/67~16!/165311~5!/$20.00 67 1653
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perimental arrangement. In all experiments thus far, a H
bar was used withJ50, so thatSJ5sJ21eJ. The measured
componentsSxx andSxy of SJ both consist of an admixture o
the components ofsJ and eJ, which obscures the information
on eJ.

For an experiment with a Corbino-electrode arrangem
and isotropic material, the condition of zero current can
imposed only in radial direction. In addition, azimuthal ele
tric fields and temperature gradients cannot exist. Defin
the Corbino thermopowerScor as the ratio between radia
electric field and radial temperature gradient gives

Scor5
exx

sxx
. ~2!

In the microscopic theory for phonon-drag, it follows thatexx
is equal to zero2 and for sufficiently small resistivitySxy is
practically zero as well. The simple dependence ofScor on
the fundamental quantities is appealing, in particular beca
it is straightforward to measuresxx directly in the same
sample in the same experiment.

A 4-mm GaAs bufferlayer was grown by MBE on a~001!
GaAs substrate at approximately 620°C. This was follow
by a 20-nm layer of undoped Al0.33Ga0.67As at 630°C; a
38-nm Al0.33Ga0.67As layer, n-type doped at 1.33
31018 cm23; and finally, a 17-nm GaAs cap layer. Standa
Hall-bar characterization measurements yielded an elec
density after illumination of 631015 m22 with a mobility of
m;50 m2/V s. Square samples of;434 mm2 were
cleaved from the wafer. Ohmic contacts in a Corbino co
figuration, with inner and outer contact diameters of 1.2 a
2.0 mm, were made by annealing a 210-nm-thick Au-Ge
film for 60 s at 400°C@see inset Fig. 1~b!#. The samples were
immersed in liquid helium at 1.5 K in a 7-T-magnet cryos
with optical windows. A 25-mm-diameter spot from a di-
odelaser at 630 nm wavelength could be scanned acros
sample and the voltage induced in the contacts was reco
as a function of position. The laser was modulated at 70
to allow the use of lock-in techniques. The thermal pene
tion depthd th during a modulation period 1/v is estimated
usingd th5A2a/v with a5K/rC the thermal diffusivity of
GaAs (K thermal conductivity,r mass density, andC spe-
cific heat!. Using typical values ofrC510 J/Km3 at 1.5 K,
©2003 The American Physical Society11-1
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van ZALINGE, van der HEIJDEN, AND WOLTER PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 165311 ~2003!
~Ref. 10! and K;10 W/mK, ~Ref. 11! d th is found to be
;5 cm, or at least an order of magnitude larger than
sample dimension (;4 mm). This means that the exper
ment represents essentially steady-state conditions so th
transients can be neglected in the analysis.

In Fig. 1~a!, the measured Corbino conductance, wh
should be proportional tosxx , is given as a function of mag
netic field. The shoulder at the high field side of a cond
tance peak occurs when the second subband is popula12

@see Fig. 1~d!#. The zero field second subband occupation
in the order of 10%. For Fig. 1~b!, the laser was directed a
the center of the inner contact. The metal film is not tra
parent, so that the laser acts as a simple heater. The ind
voltage in Fig. 1~b! should be proportional toScor . Note that
it tends to diverge near the QH minima, in strong contr
with both Sxx and Sxy which are zero there.4 It should be
noted that the expressions for the latter contain denomina
that are always limited by the finitesxy , whereasScor is
inversely proportional tosxx , which approaches zero in th
QH regime.Assumingthe validity of Eq.~2!, the field depen-
dence ofexx is generated from Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, and plot-
ted in Fig. 1~c!. Most remarkable is the prominence of th
second subband in the thus generated apparentexx(B) plot,
indicated by arrows in Fig. 1~c!.

In Fig. 2~a! the thermovoltage is plotted as the laserspo
moved across the electrode gap from position x1 to x2 as
indicated schematically in Fig. 2~d!. From a linescan as in
Fig. 2~a!, it is seen that the signal decays within about 0
mm from the contacts. It follows that the dominant signa
distinctly different from the one caused by carrier generat
as observed in Hall bars.13,14As follows from the data in Fig.
1~b!, with the laserspot on the central contact and 2~a!, with
the laser scanned across the contact edge, strong signa
obtained both by illuminating the nontransparent metal c
tact as well as by shining directly into the semiconduct

FIG. 1. ~a! Magnetic-field dependence of two terminal condu
tance.~b! Photovoltage as a function of the magnetic field with la
directed at inner contact. This should correspond toScor . The inset
shows the used experimental configuration.~c! Magnetic-field de-
pendence ofexx , generated by multiplying the data from~a! and
~b!. The arrows indicate structure enhanced by the second subb
In ~d!, the influence of the population of the second subband
schematically shown.
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Hence, it is concluded that the signal is entirely domina
by thermal effects, even when the semiconducting reg
between the contacts is irradiated. A strictly contact-rela
effect, showing up only when the laserspot is positioned v
close to the contact edge, can be present as well. It is
served at some parts of the contact and can be identified
sharp feature superimposed on a broad structure. An exam
is shown in Fig. 2~b!, where the laser is scanned across
contact edge, from y1 to y2 in the sketch of Fig. 2~d!. The
contact-related effect can be clearly distinguished from
thermal effect by both the width and the sign.

The sample was cooled over its entire surface, rather t
on a circular edge. An estimate for the linewidth of the th
mal signal in Fig. 2~a! may be obtained from a two
dimensional cooling fin model, where the characteris
length is given byLc f5AKD/2H ~Ref. 15!, with D the
sample thickness~0.4 mm! and H the surface heat transfe
coefficient. Taking as an order of magnitude estimate foH
the inverse Kapitza resistance between a solid and liq
helium at 1.5 K, one obtainsH;33103 W/Km2 ~Ref. 16!
yielding Lc f;0.8 mm. The experimental value of;0.1 mm
@see Fig. 2~a!# is actually smaller thanD, so that a 2D model
will only yield an upper limit. BecauseLc f is much smaller
than the lateral sample dimensions, the square sample la
does not affect the temperature gradient. In strong contra
the Hall-bar data,14 the linewidth depends only weakly on th
magnetic field for fields above 1 T. This is in agreement w
the thermal origin of the signal, since the temperature gra
ent is determined by the lattice thermal conductivity of t
substrate and so is independent ofB.

As seen from Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, the linescans in two
perpendicular directions are very dissimilar. A comple
overview is obtained by scanning the laserspot across
whole sample and representing the photovoltage at e

r

nd.
is

FIG. 2. ~a! Linescan from x1 to x2 in ~d! at B51.9 T, when the
laserspot is moved.~b! Linescan near the inner contact from y1 to
y2 at 5.0 T. Arrows in~a! and~b! indicate 2DEG-contact boundary
~c! Photovoltage, when the laser is scanned over the sample at5
1.9 T. The sides of the square are parallel to the cleavage pl

~011! and (011̄). In ~d!, a schematic overview is given of th
sample. Thed gives the position of the laserspot.
1-2
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ANISOTROPIC CORBINO MAGNETOTHERMOPOWER IN A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 165311 ~2003!
point in a greyscale image as shown in Fig. 2~c!. The most
striking observation is the extremeanisotropy. Not only the
signal strength in the two directions@011̄# and @011# differs
by more than an order of magnitude, even the sign can
different. It was verified that this observation is not an a
fact of the setup as the anisotropy direction remained fixe
the sample after it was mounted under a different angle in
cryostat.

As a consequence of the anisotropy as found using
scanning mode, the interpretation of the signal of a centr
heated Corbino@Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!# is no longer clear.
Therefore, the case will be analyzed with the spot at an
bitrary position in the annular strip between the conta
@heavy spot in Fig. 2~d!#. Equation~1! can be worked out in
a (j, h) coordinate frame with the origin at the Corbin
center and thej axis in the radial direction passing throug
the spot, see Fig. 2~d!. For a strictly isotropic medium, both
Eh and]T/]h must be zero for every point along thej-axis.
IntegratingEj along the radial between the contacts fro
point A to B in Fig. 2~d! yields DV5ScorDTrad , where
DTrad is the temperature difference between the con
boundaries. As a result, the interpretation of the image fo
isotropic medium would be straightforward.

For anisotropic media, bothEh and ]T/]h will still be
zero for symmetry reasons for all points on aj axis along
symmetry directions. The analysis above still applies, and
haveDV5ScorDTrad , with Scor5ejj /sjj and now the di-
rectionj refers to a symmetry direction. Since¹T is deter-
mined by the substrate, it is expected to be isotropic, o
least the same in the two equivalent bulk directions@011̄#
and @011#. Therefore, the data in the image along the dir
tions @011̄# and @011# can be directly interpreted ase i i /s i i

data, where the index i stands for@011̄# or @011#. Interpola-
tion expressions for arbitrary directions between@011̄# and
@011# will not be pursued in this paper. For the anisotrop
case, the requirement of no external current, necessary
Eq. ~2!, is not rigorously fulfilled, because of shunting effec
by the sample itself. Ignoring the shunting effects is reas
able, because the shunting impedance is of the order o
relevant intrinsic impedance.

With the heater spot centered at the central electrode a
Fig. 1~b!, all directional information is lost. The measure
thermopower will correspond to the one in the direction
which it is largest. A better arrangement is to use a con
configuration that does not strongly distort the thermovolta
distribution generated around a heated spot. Such an arra
ment is provided by the segmented outer ring, shown in F
3~a!. By selecting the proper electrodes on the outer ring,
possible to measure directly the variation with magnetic fi
of Scor in the @011̄# and @011# symmetry directions. Here
again, it is assumed that“T does not depend on the ma
netic field. The results are displayed in Fig. 3~b! and are
consistent with the image of Fig. 2~c!. The signal magnitude
and even the sign are very different in the two directio
The data confirm in an independent way the extreme ani
ropy of the magnetothermopower in the~001! plane.

To have another comparison of the present technique
the conventional methods for obtaining the thermopower,
16531
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evolution of a linescan was investigated in detail when
magnetic field was varied around a QH minimum. Here,
two-electrode configuration of Fig. 2 was used again. Fi
4~b!–4~d! displays three linescans in the faint-signal~Y! di-
rection of Fig. 2~c! for three characteristic fields near the Q
minimum, with occupation numbern54 at 6.3 T@indicated
by arrows in Fig. 4~a!#. The most remarkable phenomeno
here is that for the lower and higher field values@Figs. 4~b!
and 4~d!#, the maximum and minimum in the thermovoltag
are exchanged. At the very QH minimum@Fig. 4~c!#, the
signal behaves erratic. This might result from the extrem
steep field dependence@see Fig. 1~b!#. A sign change for
fields at opposite sides of a QH minimum is expected forexx
in the diffusion-dominated condition, and through this also
Sxy in a Hall-bar configuration.17 A sign-change in the latte
was observed also under phonon-drag conditions.1,4 In the
strong-signal direction~X! in the Corbino geometry, no sign
change has been observed.

Some anisotropy of both thermopower and heat cond
tivity attributed to phonon focussing has been repor
before.18 Phonon focusing in the~100! plane has fourfold
symmetry, in contrast to Fig. 2~c!, and can thus be exclude
as a cause. For the same reason, a possible influence o
square sample layout can be ruled out, as this would lea

FIG. 3. ~a! Electrode layout for the directional thermopow
measurement.~b! Magnetothermovoltage obtained in the@011# and

@011̄# direction using the configuration of~a!.

FIG. 4. ~a! Part ofsxx data near 6.3 T.~b!, ~c!, and~d! Linescans
in the Y direction of Fig. 1~c! for fields as indicated in~a!.
1-3
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a fourfold symmetry as well. Instead, the twofold symme
of Fig. 2~c! points to a surface-related anisotropy, whi
leads to anisotropic epitaxial growth.19 Very recently, it has
been shown from atomic force microscopy~AFM! studies of
the surface morphology that such anisotropy exists even
~Al !GaAs heterostructures containing 2DEG’s with e
tremely high mobilities up to 2700 m2/V s.20 The magne-
toresistance of the 2DEG’s in these samples is extrem
anisotropic in the fractional QHE-regime20. The surface mor-
phology of our wafer is shown in Fig. 5~d! and is consisten
with the data of Ref. 20. A surface corrugation of a fe
nanometers height and a;1 mm period is clearly discernible
with ridges preferentially in the high mobility@011̄#
direction21. Associated with the ridges are density modu
tions, assumed to be of the order of a few percent
most.22,20

Direct measurements of the electrical anisotropy w
made by making Hall bars along the@011# and @011̄# direc-
tions. In the dark, the zero-field mobility was isotrop

FIG. 5. ~a! and~b!: Resistance traces as a function of a magne
field for Hall-bar samples, from the same wafer as the Corb

sample, oriented along@011#, ~a!, and @011̄#, ~b!. ~c!: Ratio of ~a!
and~b!. Inset: same on a different scale.~d! AFM image of surface
morphology.
.

y,

v.
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~within the accuracy of a few percent!, while some anisot-
ropy developed at high magnetic fields. After illuminatio
with white light, the anisotropy strongly increased, presu
ably coincident with the second subband occupation nea
31015 electrons/cm2. Our anisotropies are comparable to
somewhat larger than those typically observed for sim
samples.23 Their origins and the relation to the second su
band occupation are still under discussion.23

Magnetoresistance traces for the two directions are sh
in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!!. To emphasize the anisotropy, the rat
of the two tracks is displayed in Fig. 5~c!. At modest mag-
netic fields, the anisotropy ratio fluctuates around the ze
field value, but explodes in the regime of the second subb
occupation. In these field ranges, the electrons in the low
subband are localized, so that transport is governed by
second subband only. The Corbino thermopower@Fig. 1~b!#
qualitatively follows the field, dependence of the transp
anisotropy@Fig. 5~c!#. Note that at high magnetic fields, th
second subband is populatedonly in narrow field ranges, as
follows from Fig. 1~d!. It is thus concluded that the Corbin
magnetothermopower is strongly coupled to the anisotro
transport properties of the sample. The light-induced h
electron density makes our samples particularly well sui
to reveal the correlation between thermopower and sam
homogeneity, because of the relatively strong anisotro
This is especially true under the condition that only the s
ond subband accounts for the total transport. Our obse
tions also explain why at leastSxy is very material dependen
as reported previously.2 For instance, a sign change, such
discussed in Figs. 4~b! and 4~d!, is present in one sample, bu
not in another.2

As has been shown theoretically, intrinsic electron a
phonon anisotropies may cause a finiteexx .3 On theoretical
grounds it was also concluded that the derivative relatio1

can be explained in terms of density inhomogeneities.5 We
have presented direct experimental evidence that MB
growth related anisotropic inhomogeneities dominate
Corbino magnetothermopower, and along with this the
effect.

We would like to acknowledge W.C. van der Vleuten a
P.A.M. Nouwens for the sample growth and preparatio
and D.M. Bruls for the AFM measurements.
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